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While some feel that missions achieve goals of providing

clinical services, teaching and training of medical personnel,

perhaps what is not so obvious is that the participants benefit

enormously from the “feel good” factor too. It is because of this

that missions work more so than providing funds or equipment.

Funding has usually been a major obstacle for missions

and it is important that funds collected are used appropriately.

I find missions are most successful when all participants

volunteer their time, and also pay for their personal costs of

transport, accommodation and meals. These costs can be

controlled by bulk purchase of tickets and sharing of

accommodation. Even purchases for the mission can be

controlled by having the relevant person help, such as having

the anaesthetists get materials for anaesthesia, the nurses

source for nursing items, and so on. In this way, everyone gets

to help in obtaining needed materials at the lowest cost.

A single coordinating centre is needed to allow

packing, labelling and storing of things to go on the mission.

At the mission site, unpacking and creation of stores,

and repacking into smaller units is a continual process

throughout the mission, and volunteers are important

here. Communication with handphones, walkie-talkies and

notice boards are most effective as the best-laid plan can

often go wrong.

Every mission can expect weather changes, shortages

of electricity or water, or even lost baggage with important

items, to happen. Where possible contingency plans

should kick in, but do not, patients have to be consoled and

surgery postponed.

The end of the mission is often met with relief and

many would like to go shopping or sightseeing. This should

be organised so that everyone has something interesting

to do and happy memories to bring back.  ■
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within 30 minutes of arriving at the ER. Maybe we should

show them our queue system one of these days and

highlight the fact that we have to get through five colds,

three excessive burpings and one blocked ear before we

can get to them.

4. GUMBY
For the benefit of the uninitiated, this is a famous American

television character moulded from clay. ER doctors play

the versatile, malleable Gumby role everyday, diagnosing

and treating a wide range of conditions, whether

medical, surgical or paediatric. But then there’s the other

side of the coin – being stretched beyond the extremes of

human (sometimes superhuman) capacity when manpower

shortage ensues. This is not an uncommon occurrence, and

a busy ER is sometimes granted only 60% of its required

MO number, while departments which don’t really match

up in terms of workload and overall urgency of management

have more MOs than truly necessary.

Oh well, I suppose the next time patients get a little

upset with the long waiting time in the A&E Department,

we can helpfully highlight this little-known fact to them.

Perhaps we’ll garner some sympathy this way.

But fear not! Emergency medicine remains an exciting

and rewarding specialty, and rotating through an ER is always

a memorable and highly useful experience. Fortunately,

many patients are actually quite nice, and help buffer the

nonsense that occurs in between. Believe it or not, there are

people out there who still respect and trust us doctors.

“Some are good days. Enjoy them when they come.” –

Kerry Weaver, “ER”  ■
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CONCLUSION

The challenges we face are to better prevent chronic diseases,

detect such diseases early, prevent complications arising from

disease conditions and ensure that every Singaporean has

added years of healthy living. In order to attain our goals,

we have decided to adopt disease management as the

means to provide integrated, holistic and seamless care.

While much of the components and tools are already in place

in the clusters, much still remains to be done in terms of

developing disease management as a cost-effective and

efficient model of delivery of care for patients with multiple

medical conditions. My Ministry will be working closely

with healthcare providers to further develop disease

management in Singapore.

 I congratulate and commend the National Healthcare

Group for taking the lead again in organising this second National

Disease Management Conference. It is a timely initiative that

fits into our commitment that we need to change the way

we used to tackle chronic diseases. Disease management is one

of our key strategies to achieve our vision of providing cost-

effective healthcare services for the people of Singapore.

On that note, it is my pleasure to declare the Second

National Disease Management Conference open.  ■
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